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Abstract 

This research paper is a survey of the present state of design and implementation of distributed file systems. In a distributed file 

system, one or more central servers store files that can be accessed, with proper authorization rights. It consists of four parts: an 

Introduction of Distributed file system, implementation, architecture and component of distributed file system and their design 

goals for good distributed file system i.e. transparency – the main goal of good DFS. In this paper we also discuss some 

distributed file systems like NFS, CIFS, OwFS and HDFS. We explain features, architecture of above file system. This paper also 

include the criteria for choosing right Distributed file system of our need and recommendation foe right Distributed File System 

.The above file systems are also compared on the basis of File size, Analytic functionality, TCO and their selection criteria.   This 

research also included the future aspect of distributed file systems like the problem we based in current DFS like transparency 

and at last the conclusion of the whole paper on the basis of above survey.  
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1. Introduction 

The sharing of files in distributed systems is already common and will become general as these systems raise in 

scale and significance. Each user in a distributed system is possibly a creator as well as a consumer of data. An 

operator may wish to make his actions depending upon data from a remote site, or may wish to update remote data. 

Occasionally the physical movement of a user may require his data to be accessible elsewhere. In both cases, 

comfort of data sharing significantly improves the value of a distributed system to its community of consumers. The 

challenge is to deliver this functionality in a safe, consistent, efficient and operational way that is free of the size and 

complexity of the distributed system. This paper is an analysis of the present-day state of implementation and   

design of distributed file systems, the most commonly used class of mechanisms for distributing data. A method of 

storing and accessing files based in a client/server architecture. In a distributed file system,” one or more central 

servers store files that can be accessed, with proper authorization rights, by any number of remote clients in the 

network.”2 Much like a system organizes files in a hierarchical file management system, the distributed system uses 

a uniform naming convention and a mapping scheme to keep track of where files are located. When the client device 
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retrieves a file from the server, the file appears as a normal file on the client machine, and the user is able to work 

with the file in the same ways as if it were stored locally on the workstation. When the user finishes working with 

the file, it is returned over the network to the server, which stores the now-altered file for retrieval at a later time. 

Distributed file systems can be advantageous because they make it easier to distribute documents to multiple clients 

and they provide a centralized storage system so that client machines are not using their resources to store files 

 

2. Distributed File System 

2.1 Component 

DFS is made up of a number of components. This topic describes each of these parts, explaining the 

software that works on client machines (the cache manager), then the program that works on file server machines 

(the file exporter, token manager, and Local File System), and lastly the administrative server processes, which 

usually works on DFS File Server machines (the file set server, basic overseer server, replication server, update 

server, file set location server, and backup server). It also describes the administrative tools used to monitor DFS use 

and activity (Scout and the dfstrace utility), and it describes the DFS/NFS secure gateway, which offers 

authenticated access to DFS from NFS clients. 

2.2 Architecture 

DFS architecture is client-server architecture, Architecture of a computer network in which 

many users (remote processors) request and receive service from a central server (host computer). Client computers 

provide an interface to allow a computer operator to request services of the server and to show the results the server 

returns. Servers wait for requests to arrive from users and then respond to them. Ideally, a server provides a 

standardized transparent interface to clients so that clients need not be aware of the particulars of the system (i.e., 

the hardware and software) that is providing the service. Nowadays clients are often located at workstations or on 

Pc, while servers are situated elsewhere on the network, generally on more powerful machines.       
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2.3 Design Goals 

Distributed file systems may aim for "transparency" in a number of features. That is, they aim to be "invisible" 

to user’s programs, which "see" a system which is similar to a local file system. Behind the scenes, the distributed 

file system handles locating files, moving data, and potentially providing other features listed below. 

I. Access transparency is that users are unaware that data is distributed and can access it in the similar way 

as local data is accessed. 

II. Location transparency is a constant name space exists covering local as well as remote data. The name of 

a file does not give its location. 

III.  Concurrency transparency All users have the same opinion of the state of the file system. This means 

that if one process is changing a data, any other processes on the same system or remote systems that are 

using the data will see the changes in a coherent way. 

IV.  Failure transparency the user and user’s programs should work properly after a server failure. 

V. Heterogeneity File service should be delivered through many hardware and operating system platforms. 

VI.  Scalability The file system should perform well in small environments (1 machine, a dozen machines) and 

also scale kindly to massive ones (hundreds through tens of thousands of systems). 

VII.  Replication transparency to assist scalability, we may wish to duplicate files across multiple servers. 

Customers should be oblivious of this. 

VIII.  Migration transparency Files should be able to transfer around without the customer's knowledge.  

3. Types of Distributed File Systems 

3.1 NFS/CIFS 
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Network File System (NFS) is used by Linux/Unix, while CIFS (Common Internet File System) is used by 

MS Windows. NFS is a distributed file system developed in 1984 by Sun Microsystems. It allows you to share and 

use files from other hosts via a network. In 2003, NFSv4 was released, and provide better performance and safety. In 

2010, NFSv4.1, which supports cluster-based expansion, was released. CIFS is a distributed file system Microsoft 

applied to MS Windows, which was developed based on Server Message Block (SMB) but with improved 

functionalities, including safety. NFS and CIFS comply with the POSIX standard. Thus, applications by using NFS 

or CIFS can use a distributed file system like a local file system. This means, when you implement or run an 

application, you don't need to prepare a local file system and distributed file system separately. When NFS or CIFS 

is used, Network Attached Storage (NAS) is used for better performance and availability. NAS has its unique file 

system, and processes remote requests for access to files by having NAS gateway support NFS or CIFS protocols.  

 

• The features of NFS or CIFS are as follows: 

o Provides the same functionality as a local file system. 

o As they mostly use NAS, there is a high purchase cost. 

o The scalability of NAS is very low compared to OwFS and HDFS. 

 

3.1 OwFS(Owner Based File System) 

OwFS is a distributed file system developed by NHN. OwFS features the idea of a container called owner. An 

owner is an elementary unit of metadata managed in OWNER BASED FILE SYSTEM. OwFS manages the copies 

of file on the base of this owner. Each owner has a free data storage space, in which files and directories can be 

stored. OwFS forms a single massive file system by collecting these owners together. To use a file, operators need to 

get the data of the owner first. The overall structure of OwFS is as follows: 
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The following shows the features of OwFS: 

• Owner, a type of container, and owners make up a whole file system. 

• Owner info (file data and metadata) is kept in data server (DS). 

• Multiple owners can be saved in a single Distributed System, and owners are distributed and stored (replicated) 

in different DSs. 

• The information on the location of owner with the location of its copy is kept in Metadata Data Server (MDS). 

• It is fit for handling a large number of files whose size is within dozens of Megabytes. 

OwFS offers its own unique interface (API). Though, as it also offers the OwFs Fuse module, you can mount OwFS 

like NAS and use it as a local disk. It also offers Apache module so that Apache web server can use the files kept in 

OwFS. 

3.2 HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) 

Google developed Google File System (GFS), its unique distribution system, which kept info 

about webpages crawled by Google. Google published a paper on the Google file system in 2003. Hadoop 

Distributed File System an open source system developed using GFS as a reference. For this reason, HDFS has the 
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same features as Google File System. HDFS splits a large file into portions, and kept three of them into every data 

node. In other words, one file is kept in several distributed data nodes. This also means that one file has three copies. 

The usual size of a chunk is 64 MB. The metadata about which data node stores the chunk is stored in 

the NAMENODE. This lets you to read data from distributed files and do processes by using MapReduce. 

                    

HDFS Structure 

The features of HDFS are as follows: 

• A big file is separated into chunks and distributed and kept into several data nodes. 

• The size of a chunk is generally 64 MB, each chunk has three copies, and chunks are kept in different data 

nodes. 

• The info on these chunks is stored in the NameNode. 

• It is advantageous for storing big files, however if the quantity of files is large, the load of the namenode rises. 

• The namenode is a SPOF, and if a failure happens at the namenode, HDFS will stop and must be repaired 

manually. 

As HDFS is written in Java, its interface (API) is also a Java API. However, you can also use C API by using 

JNI. The Hadoop community does not provide a mount for using FUSE officially. But a third party provides the 

functionality of FUSE mount for HDFS. 
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4. Criteria and Recommendation For Choosing Right DFS 

In this section we compare some distributed file system and we see criteria for choosing the good DFS for our 

System. 

4.1 Recommendation for Right DFS:- 

Case 1⇒ OwFS is suitable. As the size of files is small and the number of files is likely to                      

increase. 

Case 2 ⇒ HDFS is suitable. In case of size of a file is big but the number of files is small. You had better use 

HDFS when analysing such large files. Once a file is stored in HDFS, though, you cannot change the stored file. 

For this reason, you need to store it in HDFS after a log file is completely created. 

Case 3⇒⇒⇒⇒ You need to store log files created from the web server and analyse their content periodically. You 

had better use OwFS. This is because the number of files will increase due to the maintenance period of 100 

days and the size of log files is not that big. 

 

Case 4 ⇒⇒⇒⇒  NAS is suitable. In general, an index file should be updated frequently, but in OwFS or HDFS, 

stored files cannot be modified. 

 

Case 5⇒⇒⇒⇒  OwFS is suitable in case of large size of around 500 TB is required, NAS is not appropriate due to 

cost. If the size is 500 TB that means the number of files required is also large. Therefore, OwFS is more 

suitable than HDFS. 

 

4.2 Criteria for Choosing DFS 

 OwFS HDFS NFS/CIFS 

File size 

Suitable when there 

are many small files 

of dozens of MB. Mid 

(< dozens of GB*) 

Large (10 GB* >>) 

Suitable when there 

are many large files of 

over 10 GB 

Small and mid-

sized files 
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Number of files Large Small Large 

TCO Low Low High 

Analytic 

functionality 
O O X 

Selection 

criteria 

• When file size is 

small. 

• When the number 

of files is large. 

• When analysis is 

required. 

• When file size is 

large. 

• When the number 

of files is small. 

• When the capacity 

is large. 

• When analysis is 

required. 

• When the 

capacity is 

small. 

• When NAS 

is used and 

compatibility 

is required. 

Criteria for Selection of OwFS, HDFS, NFS/CIFS. 

 

5. Future Aspects 

Current Distributed file systems have some problems which the commodity should try to resolve .besides ,new kind 

of applications – mainly that which deals with multimedia and continuous data like video and audio are bringing 

new requirements to local and distributed file systems design. 

Now, we enumerate some of the most important features distributed file systems should supports. 

• Transparency 

• Global Scale 

• Automatic replication 

• Aggressive Caching 

• Log Structure 

• Multimedia Supports 

• Protocol Flexibility  
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6. Conclusion 

So far, we have learned that various distributed file systems have their own unique features, and that you need to 

apply an appropriate distributed file system depending on your needs. We also discuss that the main goal for a good 

Distributed file System is Transparency. The main Distributed File System which are widely used are NFS,CIFS, 

OwFS and HDFS There are some distributed file systems to which people have begun to pay attention, like Parallel 

Network File System (pNFS), Ceph, Swift, GFS2, lustre and  . This article also includes the criteria for choosing 

right DFS on the basis of our need because every Distributed file system has their own specialty or characteristics. 

And there are some problem regarding multimedia file storage on the distributed file system is also a future 

challenge for the DFS. 
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